MAD Social Studies 10

A2: Self-Governance
Name: __________________________________________________________
Assignment Synopsis:
Using the Calls to Action, you are defining what it is in those calls to action that you think are most
important for self-governance, and pick one to focus on. You are going to make a case for
government neglect, or interference for why FN need to have governance over this piece of
business.
Ideologies are defined as, ‘a system of ideas and ideals, especially one which forms the basis of
economic or political theory and policy.’

What to do:
1. Write down any of the Calls to Action that you think fit into the idea of FN self-governance.
2. Pick one issue to focus on, that you think that FN could potentially take over for themselves,
and whether this is true for all FN, or whether other factors can affect his decision. Pick
another that you don’t think would work, and come up with ten points that make the case
for and against self-government for FN on those issues.
3. Write a speech that you would give in front of parliament, a full page in formal language.
This will involve watching throne speeches given in Canadian parliament

Curriculum

4

Assess how underlying conditions and
the actions of individuals or groups
influence events, decisions, or
developments, and analyze multiple
consequences

You can create lists of conditions and decide how a government would
respond to your conditions by choosing an ideology for that government as
the one you would live with

Explain and infer different perspectives
on past or present people, places,
issues, or events by considering
prevailing norms, values, worldviews,
and beliefs

You are taking into account what is normal, what people see as a normal
issue, worldviews and beliefs by choosing a government that would make
everyone more satisfied

Assess the significance of people,
places, events, or developments, and
compare varying perspectives on their
significance at particular times and
places, and from group to group

You are taking into account the significance of people and how this matters
over time and with different groups within a country

